
 
 

John Lewis espresso maker 
 
Thank you for purchasing this espresso maker.  Please read the instructions carefully before use to 
ensure safe and satisfactory operation of this product. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: 
 
1. Before using the espresso maker for the first time, unscrew the top from the base. 
Remove the filter funnel from the base, and check that the filter plate is inserted in the top 
section, with the concave side showing. Ensure it is held in position by the rubber seal, 
which fits into the groove and remove both these parts. 
 
2. Wash all the parts in hot (but not boiling) water and correctly reassemble the top section. 
 
3. Fill the base with fresh water up to the level of the safety valve and insert the filter funnel. 
 
4. Fill the filter funnel with ground coffee, do not compact the coffee, and replace into the 
base. Only use coarsely ground coffee. Do not use instant coffee. Do not use other types of 
extracts. 
 
5. For coffee with a better flavour and aroma, use recently ground coffee. The coffee should 
be medium ground and should not be too fine. Keep your coffee in a dry place. Once the 
coffee packet has been opened, keep it sealed in the refrigerator so as to maintain its 
aroma.  
 
6. Screw the top section firmly to the base. 
 
7. Place the coffee maker on a low heat and within a few minutes coffee will rise 
bubbling to the top. Remove from the heat and serve. When first using the machine, throw 
away the first few cups of coffee. 
 
8. The coffee maker is not suitable for keeping the coffee hot or for reheating as the base 
section will be empty and further heat will damage the base. 
 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS AND PRACTICAL ADVICE: 
 
1. To wash, separate the top section and the base when cool; they will not unscrew easily 
while hot.  
 
2. Do not use harsh scourers, soda or detergents, which could damage the polished surface.  
 
3. After time discoloration or deposits may form inside the base. This is unavoidable, 
especially in hard water areas; a mixture of water and vinegar may be used to remove 
stains.  
 
4. Always dry thoroughly and store all parts separately. 
 
5. Not suitable for use in the dishwasher. 
 
IMPORTANT: Before using the coffee maker always make sure that no parts are missing 
and 
that the parts are correctly assembled. Periodically check the condition of the filter funnel, 
filter plate and rubber washer. Should the treads become 
worn, replace the coffee maker. 
 



 
 

 
WARNING: 
 
1. In order to ensure your children‘s safety, please keep all packaging (plastic bags, boxes, 
polystyrene etc.) out of their reach. 
 
2.  Do not use this appliance for anything other than its’ intended use and place it in a dry 
environment. 
 
3. Do not leave the coffee maker unattended while it is operating, the appliance should not 
be operated by children. 
 
4. Be careful not to get burned by the steam. 
 
5. Never use your coffee maker without water in it. 
 
6. Stand the appliance on a table or flat surface. 
 
7. Do not use outdoors. 
 
8. Please retain this information leaflet for future reference. 
 
Please note that espresso maker capacities are measured using cup sizes. This can cause confusion 
as these cup sizes refer to demitasse cup sizes (these are small 120ml cups (espresso mugs)). 
Typical espresso cup sizes, and their capacity are approximately as follows:  
 
3 Cup (300ml)  
6 Cup (600ml)  
9 cup (900ml)  
12 Cup (1200ml)  
 
 
Please retain this information leaflet for future reference. 
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